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Pint of Lager

There’s a Tuscan outpost perched on clifftops
that’s remained authentically Italian – even
though it’s home to a small Swedish resort
village, complete with a consulate.

The laddiest of the inflatables and
the top pick for the sort of “blokes”
who are too young to get served
but wish they weren’t. Very
much at home nursing the
hangovers of Benidorm
and Magaluf,
not such a good
look in Forte
dei Marmi.
Will make users
constantly thirsty.

writer Laura Rysman photographer Chiara Goia

FUNFACTOR:

C O A S T A L R E T R E A T / I T A LY

Maremma marvel

6/10

Pi

Clockwise from far left: Medieval
city centre on a hilltop overlooking the sea;
terrace at Posto Pubblico; beachside hangout
of the Bellavita surf club; cypress trees and
umbrella pines line the road at L’Andana’s
entrance; Riva Del Sole’s mid-century
vacation dwellings; Cremeria Corradi’s
Tuscan-flavoured ice cream

Unlike many of Tuscany’s medieval villages, Castiglione della
Pescaia sits upon a hilltop at the
sea’s edge, rising from the pine
groves of the southern Maremma
region. Much of Tuscany’s coast
is a victim of 20th-century overdevelopment, where nature and
history were cleared to make way
for beach clubs. But Castiglione
della Pescaia has retained its character: ramparts wind up Mount
Petriccio from the seaside, enclosing
the old town and the 15th-century
Aragonese castle overlooking the Tyrrhenian Sea.
“There’s an alternative
here and it’s authentic,”
says chef Alessio Cech, who
launched Posto Pubblico in
the medieval town centre
with his brother Giulio
in 2015. The restaurant
envelopes the cobblestone
corner of Via dell’Amore,
and its terrace is sheltered
by a 14th-century church.
The two Cech brothers
have created an unorthodox menu inspired by
Maremman tradition and
their years spent working in
London, Paris, Tokyo, Nara
and Sydney. “You miss Italian ingredients when you’re away,” says Cech
before the dinner rush begins. He’s
perched on the street’s low stone
parapet in an apron and Birkenstock
clogs. “We wanted to do something
here at home.”
Unemployment is rising in
Maremma but Posto Pubblico, with
its young crew, is bustling every evening and the business is helping to
invigorate regional suppliers. On the
menu you’ll find veal from indigenous Maremma cows; Caseificio

Inno al Sole’s buffalo-milk cheese;
Orti di Maremma’s organic vegetables; Sequerciani’s biodynamic
wines; and Tenuta San Carlo stoneground organic rice.
A short stroll from Posto Pubblico,
the delicatessen Riserva Naturale
stocks honey, cheese, saffron, sauce,
salami and other regional goods,
serving up tasting plates and packaging treats for visitors to take
home. It’s the father-and-son venture of Florence natives Sergio and
Lorenzo Vannoni. “It could only be

in Castiglione,” says Sergio, sitting
at one of the deli’s outdoor tables.
“I chose the town because locavore
food is easy here.”
Castiglione thrives in the warm
months of the year and offers plenty
of places to stay, such as L’Andana,
housed in the Medici-built villa that
served as the summer residence
of Duke Leopold. The 1km-long
private entrance is still lined with the
duke’s cypresses and umbrella pines,
which open onto 500 hectares of
property encompassing a vineyard,

Avocado (with stone)

FUNFACTOR:

8/10

Manta Ray

There’s something
as lordly about
lounging on this
flat-backed
beauty as
there is
grace in the
flight of the
real fish. Until
you get the Super
Soakers out and someone’s
bikini slips off in the fracas.

FUNFACTOR:

6/10 or 0/10
(age-dependent)

FUNFACTOR:

8/10

MeDu

I N F L ATA B L E S / G L O B A L

Aeroplane

That’s right, eagle eyes, it’s just a barely disguised lilo – but with
stabilising wings and a handy tailfin for lumbar support. I
mean, this thing is basically Business Class. If we could
fly it long-haul we would (despite
the minimal catering outlay).
FUNFACTOR:

The irony-overload of
the bathtub duckie writ
extremely large. She’s
as comfortable as a
Hästens mattress – it
must be all those
soft, downy
feathers.
Good work,
Mega Duck.

Which rubbery monstrosity is ruling your pool this
summer? Are you lounging about on the water atop
the sunny-feathered Mega Duck or are you a fan
of the classic lilo? Perhaps you’ve got your eye on a
seesaw for the children but can’t really wait to have
a go yourself? Single? What larks lie ahead getting
splashy – and a bit trashy? Maybe you’re already
planning that photo of your crew forming
a puffed-up pizza? Or maybe you fancy lurking
in an inflatable coffin. There’s pumped-up plastic
for us all in the Periodic Table of Inflatables.

7/10
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Bull

Because every swimming pool needs a huge, strangely “realistic” bucking bronco to bully
everyone into the water. Gargantuan, weird and angry, this sets quite a scene in the villa
pool and is the inflatable equivalent of a souped-up Range Rover with chrome rims and
blacked-out windows. Kanye West’s real blow-up doll of choice, allegedly.
FUNFACTOR:

7/10

Sloth

A weird guy to have on
your summer holiday,
this, but I guess
the joke is that
we’re all slow
when relaxing
poolside. The
Sloth is quite
armchair-ish
but those arms
manhandling you are
a bit pre-#MeToo.
FUNFACTOR:

Now you’ve mastered the dive, let’s move on to the front
crawl. Our expert swim instructors from the Palma Sport
& Tennis Club in Mallorca help us hone the technique.

Isle (with palm)

2/10

Lilo

One of many riffs on the good
old rubber ring – this one
is literally a desert-island
disc. Providing practical
shade and kitschy
Caribbean appeal this
just looks good floating
around in your pool.
Should, however, come
with a slot for your
Mount Gay.

Dolphin

This summer everyone can make like our old Greek hero
Telemachus and be saved by a dolphin. Our friendly bottle-nosed
chum (is he smiling? Yes.) even comes with handles for improved
manoeuvrability. Would he come off
worse against the croc? Get in the
pool and settle it in the water.
FUNFACTOR:

7/10

Fl

Flamingo

He’s pink, he’s retro, he’s
camp – he’s a bloody
beautiful pink flamingo.
Offers a surprisingly large
surface area to chill out
on but that long neck is a
real shade-attractor and
tan-compromiser. More
beautiful but less tasty
than the pizza.

FUNFACTOR:

2: Reach forward with your trailing
arm and propel yourself by kicking your
legs, one by one. Keep your body aligned.
STEP

6: Keep your head and spine aligned
just beneath the surface. To breathe, move
your head to the side every three strokes.
STEP

Crocodile

This big bad rubber reptile is crippling to
inflate (maybe use the pump provided?)
but a big favourite for surprisingly
violent pool games. Brings out
the inner Paul Hogan in
all sunbathers. Better
leave the knife at
home though,
Paul.

7/10

5/10

FUNFACTOR:

3: Stretch your trailing arm towards
the water while pulling your other arm
back down beneath your body.

7/10

The rubbery equivalent of that nasty
sitting-room staple of Americana infamy
– the La-Z-Boy – Ludwig Mies van der
Rohe this is not. But summer holidays
aren’t about good taste so
get installed on the Lazy
Chair, pour yourself an
ice-cold Mythos and
give that Grisham a
bashing, gang!
5: Make this alternating circular movement with your arms every six kicks. Power
your strokes from the core not the arms.

8/10

Cr

STEP

LaZ

STEP

Log float (with pugil sticks)

If you’re looking for a loud, wet
holiday then you’ve come to the
right place. These are for kids but
will clearly be used by
unsubtly flirtatious
adults, too. “Oh,
you got me all
wet!” “Did I?”
The look is
questionable: did
it have to be treetrunk effect wood?
FUNFACTOR:

writer Marie-Sophie Schwarzer photographer Dan Wilton
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FUNFACTOR:

4: As your arm enters the water just
in front of your head, make sure to slice
the surface with your thumb first.

7/10

5/10

Ah, the old classic, found festooning beaches and pools since
summer holidays immemorial. Proud grown-ups inflate them
in as few puffs as possible then children pretend they’re sharks,
battleships, surfboards. Perhaps the only
inflatable that can look classy.

STEP

FUNFACTOR:

FUNFACTOR:

FRONT OF THE CLASS

Instructor Maria Fuster Martinez says to “trust yourself and relax.
It’s like everything in life. Repetition leads to things going easily.”
(Don’t forget your goggles.) More next week. palmatennis.com

Mega Duck

writer Robert Bound illustrator Jack Hudson
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1: Imagine you’re swimming through a
narrow tube. As one arm points forward, the
other lifts out of the water, bent at the elbow.

Rubber Ring (with hunk)

It’s like a lifesaver with
the lifeguard attached for
extra kitsch. That’s all very
well when there are adults
messing about in the
water but when
your eight-year-old
goddaughter’s
being “saved”,
it’s plain creepy.

8/10
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STEP

Ri(Hu)

Another witty food joke,
although more self-consciously
superfood-y than the pizza;
where’s the toast and singleestate oil? But someone’s
thought about this: it’s a
proper chair when you
remove the stone,
which doubles as
a decent – if very
brown – beachball.

Cushion
the blow

A genuinely good inflatable
sight gag that’s really just
a lilo in cheesy clothing;
also works as a relaxing
lounger. The temptation
is to club together with
other “Neapolitans”
and make a poolbased quattro
stagioni. Be
our guest.

FUNFACTOR:

Av

Pizza Slice

Ma

farmland, golf course and three
pools. “Maremma is still unknown,”
says Vito Spalluto, L’Andana’s
director. “It remains very niche.”
What his guests are looking for is
an escape and a return to nature:
“Maybe there’s a child who hasn’t
had contact with animals before;
experiences are what motivate
people nowadays.”
Long before the luxury getaways
arrived, Castiglione was home to
the villaggio svedese (Swedish village) of Riva del Sole, a 1,200guest beachside resor t
built by Sweden’s Reso
travel agency in 1960. The
hotel’s mid-century modernist structure and angular cabins are a monument
to the era’s communal
idealism – an uncanny,
almost kitsch paragon of
the 1960s holiday colony
that still has its own supermarket, wine shop, newsstand, hair salon and
restaurants. Today half
of the resort’s visitors are
Italian but an honorary
Swedish consulate still
operates on the premises,
issuing passports primarily
to the Castiglione blonds born of
the Swedish-Italian pairings that
formed in those heady first years of
the villaggio svedese.
“Castiglione went from a fishing
village to an important tourist destination,” says Carlo Castelli, who
has been director of the hotel for
the past decade. “When Riva del
Sole was established, it brought an
economic boom here: it brought
investment, riches and work. And it
will continue to do so for the years
to come.”

monocle.com
monocle.com/radio

FUNFACTOR:

7/10

Lazy Chair

SeSa

Seesaw

Cf

Coffin

A pretty involved rig this
one – and a real lungbuster of a blow. Once
up and running this is
guaranteed fun for the kids –
“Yay! A constant water fight!”
– and those who enjoy a
good rocking chair. Others
might want to quietly stick
a pin in it when they’ve
gone to bed.

What the actual hellfire was
someone thinking with an
inflatable coffin? Ideal
if you happen upon a
pool party in
Mexico on
Día de Muertos
but is likely to
raise eyebrows
elsewhere. Who
sunbathes with a lid?

FUNFACTOR: 10/10 or
2/10, age-dependent

FUNFACTOR:
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